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Abstract—Group network codes are a generalization of linear
codes that have seen several studies over the last decade.
When studying network codes, operations performed at internal
network nodes called local encoding functions, are of significant
interest. While local encoding functions of linear codes are
well understood (and of operational significance), no similar
operational definition exists for group network codes. To bridge
this gap, we study the connections between group network codes
and a family of codes called Coordinate-Wise-Linear (CWL)
codes. CWL codes generalize linear codes and, in addition, can
be defined locally (i.e., operationally). In this work, we study
the connection between CWL codes and group codes from both
a local and global encoding perspective. We show that Abelian
group codes can be expressed as CWL codes and, as a result,
they inherit an operational definition.
I. INTRODUCTION
Network coding is a well studied communication paradigm
on noiseless networks that enables network nodes to encode
information before subsequent transmissions, e.g., [1]–[5]. In
the network coding literature, it is common to distinguish
between local and global encoding functions. A local encoding
function φle for network edge e = (u, v) determines the
information transmitted on e as a function of the incoming
information to the tail node u of e. A global encoding function
φge for edge e determines the information transmitted on e as a
function of the network source random variables (Xi : i ∈ S).
(Detailed definitions for the concepts above and those that
appear below appear in Section II.) Local encoding functions
capture the operational aspect of network coding, in the
sense that they characterize the distributed encoding process
performed locally at network nodes. Global encoding functions
capture how source information is processed throughout the
network, in the sense that they explicitly tie the information
transmitted on network edges with the information present at
network sources. In the context of acyclic networks, given
a collection of local encoding functions one can inductively
derive the corresponding global encoding functions, e.g., [5].
Linear codes are an efficient and widely used method for
the encoding and decoding of information. In the context
of network coding, linear encoding has been extensively
studied, e.g., [1]–[7]. Operationally, local encoding functions
that linearly combine the incoming messages to a given edge
yield efficient communication schemes for use in practice, e.g.,
[8]–[10]. Local encoding functions that are linear give way
to linear global encoding functions, implying that terminals
receive linear combinations of the source random variables,
a fact found very useful in the analysis of network coding
schemes. Although linear codes suffice to obtain the multicast
capacity [2], for general network coding instances, with mul-
tiple sources and multiple terminals, linear codes fall short of
achieving capacity [11].
Group network codes, first defined in [12], are a generaliza-
tion of linear codes. Roughly speaking, in linear codes edge
messages are characterized by linear subspaces of the source
vector space, while in group codes both source messages
and edge messages are characterized by certain co-sets of
subgroups of a given ambient group G. Group network codes
do not suffer from the sub-optimality of linear codes, as any
achievable network coding rate vector can be approximated by
a group code [12], [13]. While linear codes may be defined
locally, group codes lack such an operational definition. In this
work, we seek an operational definition for group network
codes - one that will broaden our understanding of group
codes and potentially allow the design of low complexity local
encoding functions.
Towards this end, we study a family of codes called
Component-Wise-Linear (CWL) codes [14], which, as group
codes, generalize linear codes, albeit from an operational
perspective. A local encoding function φle for edge e is CWL
if one can associate a group structure with each incoming
edge to e and with the edge e itself such that the mapping
expressed by φle is a homomorphism. One can similarly define
global CWL functions. Linear codes are shown to be CWL by
choosing the corresponding groups to again be subspaces of
the source vector space. Further, the network codes defined
by (global) CWL functions are group codes [15], [16]. In this
work we address the complementary question asking whether
group codes can be represented operationally through CWL
functions.
The results of this work are summarized in Figure 1. For
linear, CWL, and group codes, we study the notion of both
local and global functions, some of which have not been
explicitly defined before. We compare between the local and
global variants of linear, CWL, and group encoding functions
and analyze their relation.
Our work is structured as follows. In Section II, we present
our model and the definitions of linear, CWL, and group
codes. In Section III, we study the relationship between local
and global encoding in the context of linear codes. The
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Fig. 1: An outline of the relations among different types of functions. The number marked on each implication represents the
corresponding theorem in this work proving the implication (with corresponding sections below).
results presented in Section III are folklore and given here for
completeness. In Section IV, we study group network codes.
We define a notion of local and global encoding and study
the relationship between them. In Section V, we study the
relationship between group network codes and CWL codes.
We distinguish between Abelian and non-Abelian group struc-
tures. In Section VI, we investigate the relationship between
locally and globally defined CWL codes. Finally, we conclude
in Section VII.
One of the main consequences of our analysis lies in the
combination of Theorems 3, 4, and 7 (see Figure 1), which
collectively show that Abelian group codes can be represented
operationally by Abelian CWL codes, and thus the former
inherit the operational aspects of the latter (see Corollary 1).
The proofs of several claims appear in the Appendix.
II. MODEL AND DEFINITION
We denote the set {1, . . . , k} by [k] for any positive integer
k. Given a random variable X , we use the calligraphic letter
X to represent its alphabet and use lower case x to represent a
realization of X . Given an index set α, Xα is the collection of
random variables (Xa : a ∈ α) with support Xα =
∏
a∈α Xa
equal to the Cartesian product of {Xa : a ∈ α}. For a singleton
set, we may omit brackets, for example writing a in place of
{a}.
A. Network Instance
A network instance I = (N ,S, T ,M) includes a directed
acyclic error-free network N = G(V, E) with nodes (also
referred to as vertices) V and edges E ⊂ V × V , a set of
sources S ⊂ V , a set of terminals T ⊂ V and a demand
matrix M, where mst = 1 if and only if terminal t ∈ T
demands source s ∈ S . Each edge e = (u, v) ∈ E represents
an error-free point-to-point link from node u to node v with
edge capacity Re > 0. For each node v ∈ V , we denote the
set of incoming and outgoing edges of node v as In(v) =
{(v1, v) : (v1, v) ∈ E} and Out(v) = {(v, v1) : (v, v1) ∈ E},
respectively. Without loss of generality, we assume that there
are no incoming edges for any source s ∈ S and no outgoing
edges for any terminal t ∈ T , giving, S ∩ T = φ.
B. Network Code
Let I be a network instance. A network code of block length
n on I is defined by a set of random variables {Xf : f ∈ S ∪
E} as follows. Each source i ∈ S with rate Ri independently
generates source message Xi uniformly at random over the
alphabet Xi = [2nRi ]. Each edge e ∈ E carries edge message
Xe with alphabet Xe = [2nRe ].
For any edge e = (u, v) ∈ E , random variable Xe is
determined by the incoming random variables XIn(u). Namely,
with each edge we can associate a local encoding function
φle : XIn(u) 7→ Xe that takes as its input the message tuple
XIn(u) of random variables associated with incoming edges
In(u). The edge message Xe equals the evaluation of φle on
its input, giving Xe = φle(XIn(u)). Edges that leave source
node s ∈ S have corresponding local encoding functions that
take the source information Xs as input. At any terminal node
t ∈ T , the decoding function φt : XIn(t) 7→ Xˆt takes as input
incoming messages XIn(t) and emits the reproduction Xˆt of
the demanded source message Xt. Decoding is considered
successful if Xˆt = Xt.
As for each edge e = (u, v) Xe is a function of XIn(u), we
inductively obtain that Xe is a function of the source message
tuple XS as well. We can thus associate with each edge e
a global encoding function φge : XS 7→ Xe, giving Xe =
φle(XIn(u)) = φge(XS).
C. Linear Functions
Definition 1 (Linear Function). A surjective function φ :
Xa 7→ Xb is called linear if and only if there exists a vector
space V over a finite base field F with subspaces Va and Vb,
and a matrix T where Xa = Va and Xb = Vb, such that
Xb = φ(Xa) = XaT .
D. Group Characterizable Random Variables
Definition 2 (Group Characterizable Random Variables). Ran-
dom variables {Xa : a ∈ A} are group characterizable
if and only if there exists a finite group G with subgroups
{Ga : a ∈ A} such that given an element gr chosen uniformly
at random from G (referred to as the “uniform element gr”),
it holds for all a ∈ A that Xa = grGa. The alphabet Xa of
Xa, equals the set of left cosets of Ga in G. The group G and
subgroups {Ga : a ∈ A} are called a group characterization
of {Xa : a ∈ A}.
Group characterizable random variables were introduced in
[13]. For any α ⊆ A, if {Xa : a ∈ A} are group character-
izable, then by our definitions, the following properties hold
for Xα:
1) Xα is quasi-uniform over Xα and support(Xα) =
{(gGa : a ∈ α) : g ∈ G}.
2) Let Gα = ∩a∈αGa. By our definitions, Xα =
(grG1, . . . , grG|α|) where gr is the uniform element in G.
As ∩a∈α(grGa) = gr(∩a∈αGa) = grGα, Xα = grGα.
Namely, Xα is equivalent to the random variable dis-
tributed uniformly over G/Gα.
3) By the properties above, H(Xα) = log
|G|
|Gα| .
Definition 3 (Group Characterizable Function). Consider a
set of random variables {Xa : a ∈ A}. For any α ⊂ A
and b ∈ A, a surjective function φ : Xα 7→ Xb is called
group characterizable if and only if there exists a finite group
G and subgroups {Gf : f ∈ α ∪ b} which are a group
characterization of random variables {Xf : f ∈ α ∪ b}.
Notice that if φ : Xα 7→ Xb is a group characterizable
function with representation {Gf : f ∈ α∪ b} then Gα ⊂ Gb.
This follows from the fact that log |G||Gα∪b| = H(Xα, Xb) =
H(Xα) = log
|G|
|Gα| .
By the definition above, for any edge e = (u, v) ∈ E , a
local encoding function φle is group characterizable if and
only if random variables {Xf : f ∈ In(u) ∪ e} are group
characterizable. Similarly, a global encoding function φge is
group characterizable if and only if random variables {Xf :
f ∈ S ∪ e} are group characterizable.
Definition 4 (Group Network Code). A network code {Xf :
f ∈ S ∪ E} is called a group network code if and only if
there exists a finite group G and subgroups {Gf : f ∈ S ∪E}
that characterize {Xf : f ∈ S ∪ E}. A group network code is
called Abelian if G is Abelian.
In some parts of our discussion, we consider encoding
functions that are as group characterizable in a “consistent
manner”, as defined next.
Definition 5 (Consistent Group Characterization). Let {φf :
f ∈ F} be a collection of group characterizable functions
over {Xa : a ∈ A}. For each function φf , we denote the
index set of the input and output random variables of φf by
Af ⊂ A. (For example, if φf : Xαf 7→ Xbf , Af = αf ∪ bf .)
We say that functions {φf : f ∈ F} have a consistent group
characterization if and only if there exists a finite group G
and subgroups {Gi : i ∈ ∪f∈FAf} such that for each f ∈ F ,
φf is a group characterizable by G and {Gi : i ∈ Af}.
By Definition 5, (i) each encoding function in the collection
is group characterizable within a common group G, and (ii) the
group characterizations of any two functions in the collection
that involve the same random variable Xf use the same
subgroup Gf . Group characterizations provide us a way to
observe the dependency among random variables, and the
consistency described here (and below) serves as a tool to
allow the comparisons studied in this work between different
families of coding functions.
E. Coordinate-Wise-Linear (CWL) Functions
Definition 6 (Coordinate-Wise-Linear Function). A surjective
function φ : Xα 7→ Xb is called coordinate-wise-linear (CWL)
if and only if there exist finite groups {Hf : f ∈ α ∪ b}, with
group operation
f◦ defined on Hf , where Hf = Xf , such that
φ is a group homomorphism from
∏
a∈αHa to Hb. Namely,
for any (x1, . . . , x|α|), (x′1, . . . , x
′
|α|) ∈ Xα it holds that
φ(x1
1◦ x′1, . . . , x|α|
|α|◦ x′|α|)
=φ(x1, . . . , x|α|)
b◦ φ(x′1, . . . , x′|α|)
In addition, a CWL function is called Abelian if the groups
involved in the definition are Abelian.
Definition 7 (Consistent CWL Functions). Let {φf : f ∈ F}
be a collection of CWL functions over {Xa : a ∈ A} where
for each function φf : Xαf 7→ Xbf , the index set of the input
and output random variables is defined as Af = αf ∪ bf . We
say that functions {φf : f ∈ F} are consistent CWL functions
if and only if there exist finite groups {Hi : i ∈ ∪f∈FAf}
where Xi = Hi for i ∈ ∪f∈FAf , such that for each f ∈ F ,
φf is a group homomorphism from
∏
a∈αf Ha to Hbf .
In order to distinguish the groups involved in CWL func-
tions and group characterizations, the former are denoted by
“H” and the latter by “G”. We use ia to denote the identity
element in the group Ga and g−1a to denote the inverse of
element ga ∈ Ga. Let (G, ·), (H, ◦) be finite groups, we use
“G × H” to denote the external direct product of G and
H . For (g, h), (g′, h′) ∈ G × H , we define (g, h)(g′, h′) =
(g · g′, h ◦ h′).
III. LINEAR NETWORK CODE
Since vector spaces and subspaces are Abelian groups, it
holds immediately by our definitions that a linear function is
also (Abelian) group characterizable and CWL, which explains
the first unmarked arrow in Figure 1. We start by studying local
and global variants of linear codes. The results of this section
are folklore and given here for completeness. The proof of
Theorem 1 appears in the Appendix.
Theorem 1. Let I be a network coding instance and {Xf :
f ∈ S ∪ E} be a network code on I. Then {Xf : f ∈ S ∪ E}
can be obtained through global encoding functions that are
linear if and only if {Xf : f ∈ S ∪ E} can be obtained by
local encoding functions that are linear.
IV. GROUP NETWORK CODE
Lemma 1. Let {Xf : f ∈ A} and {Xf : f ∈ B} be sets
of random variables characterized by a finite group G and
subgroups {Gf : f ∈ A} and {Gf : f ∈ B}, respectively.
Assume that for any single random variable X that appears
as Xa for a ∈ A and Xb for b ∈ B, we have Ga = Gb.
Then the set of random variables {Xf : f ∈ A∪B} is group
characterizable.
Lemma 1 follows directly from our definitions. With
Lemma 1, we can prove the following two theorems, the
detailed proofs appear in the Appendix.
Theorem 2. Let I be a network coding instance and {Xf :
f ∈ S ∪ E} be a network code on I. The network code is a
group network code if and only if the local encoding functions
on every edge e ∈ E have a consistent group characterization.
Theorem 3. Let I be a network coding instance and {Xf :
f ∈ S ∪ E} be a network code on I. The network code is a
group network code if and only if the global encoding functions
on every edge e ∈ E have a consistent group characterization.
Theorems 2 and 3 show that a code with a consistent group
structure, whether given in local or global form, implies a
group structure on all random variables in the given code.
While a local encoding function φle on an edge e = (u, v)
can be group characterizable, the local encoding operation in
φle is based on the relation between the subgroups {Gf : f ∈
In(u)∪e} and the ambient group G. In what follows we seek
to better understand this relation in an attempt to give it a
concrete operational interpretation.
V. BETWEEN GROUP CHARACTERIZABLE FUNCTIONS AND
CWL FUNCTIONS
Theorem 4. Let I be a network coding instance and {Xf :
f ∈ S ∪ E} be a network code on I. For any e ∈ E , if the
global encoding function φge is Abelian group characterizable,
then φge is Abelian CWL.
Proof. By the assumption, given any e ∈ E , the global
encoding function φge is Abelian group characterizable. By
Definition 3, there exists a finite group G with subgroups
{Gf : f ∈ S ∪ e} that characterize {Xf : f ∈ S ∪ e}. By
Definition 2, we define gr as a uniform random element in G,
such that the coset grGα represents Xα for any α ⊆ S ∪ e.
In the context of group characterizable global encoding
functions, let (aiGi : i ∈ S) be any source message tuple. By
[14], without loss of generality, we assume | ∩i∈S Gi| = 1.
By the assumption that source random variables {Xi : i ∈ S}
are uniform and independent, we have H(X1, . . . , X|S|) =∑
i∈S H(Xi) and H(Xα) = log
|G|
|Gα| for any α ⊆ S. Thus,
|G|
|GS | =
∏
i∈S
|G|
|Gi| . (1)
We first show that for every source message tuple (aiGi :
i ∈ S) it holds that ∩aiGi 6= φ. Each subgroup Gi has |G||Gi|
cosets, such that the total number of tuples |{(aiGi : i ∈
S) : ai ∈ G}| equals
∏
i∈S
|G|
|Gi| . Since by the definition each
coset of GS (there has
|G|
|GS | cosets in total) is a non-empty
intersection corresponding to a message tuple, there are |G||GS |
non-empty intersections. Thus, by (1), all intersections are
non-empty, namely, ∩i∈SaiGi 6= φ for every (aiGi : i ∈ S).
This implies that for every source message tuple (aiGi :
i ∈ S), it holds that | ∩i∈S aiGi| = 1. Therefore, there exists
an element a ∈ G such that a = ∩i∈SaiGi. By Definition 3,
φge outputs the coset of Ge which includes a, such that
φge(a1G1, . . . , a|S|G|S|) = aGe. (2)
Similarly, let (biGi)i∈S 6= (aiGi)i∈S be another source
message tuple and let b = ∩i∈SbiGi; we have
φge(b1G1, . . . , b|S|G|S|) = bGe. (3)
For each i ∈ S, as a ∈ aiGi, b ∈ biGi, and G is Abelian,
ab ∈ aiGibiGi = aibiGi which implies ab ∈ ∩i∈S(aibiGi).
Since |GS | = 1 by assumption, we have ab = ∩i∈SaibiGi
which implies
φge(a1b1G1, . . . , a|S|b|S|G|S|) = abGe. (4)
By (2), (3), and (4), it holds that
φge(a1G1, . . . , a|S|G|S|) · φge(b1G1, . . . , b|S|G|S|)
=φge(a1b1G1, . . . , a|S|b|S|G|S|).
By our assumption, G is Abelian and all subgroups of
Abelian group are normal. By Proposition 7.11 in [17],
{G/Gf : f ∈ S ∪ e} are groups; thus φge is a group homo-
morphism from the product of groups G/G1 × · · · ×G/G|S|
to the factor group G/Ge (for formal definitions of concepts
see [18]). Thus, φge is Abelian CWL by Definition 7.
The opposite direction representing CWL codes as group
codes, was presented (under a slightly different set of defini-
tions) in [15]. The following theorem is given for complete-
ness, and is proven in the Appendix.
Theorem 5. Let I be a network coding instance and {Xf :
f ∈ S ∪ E} be a network code on I. For any edge e ∈ E , if
the global encoding function φge is CWL, then φge is group
characterizable.
One may attempt to extend Theorem 4 to general group
structures. Our proof for Theorem 4 will not extend directly, as
subgroups of a non-Abelian group are not necessarily normal.
That is, the left cosets corresponding to a given subgroup do
not necessarily form a group, and thus cannot be used in the
definition of CWL functions. Nevertheless, this does not imply
that rates achievable using group codes cannot be obtained (or
approached) by potentially different codes with global CWL
functions. This latter problem is left for future study.
VI. CWL NETWORK CODES
We now study the connection between local and global
CWL functions. The proofs for Theorem 6 and Lemma 2
below appear in the Appendix.
Theorem 6. Let I be a network coding instance and {Xf :
f ∈ S ∪ E} be a network code on I. Assuming {Xf : f ∈
S∪E} can be obtained by local CWL encoding functions which
are defined in a consistent manner, then {Xf : f ∈ S∪E} can
be obtained through global CWL encoding functions which are
defined in a consistent manner.
Lemma 2. Let (X , ·), (Y, ◦) be finite groups and X¯ a
subgroup of X , where X is Abelian. If there exists a group
homomorphism φ¯ : X¯ 7→ Y , then there exists a group
homomorphism φ : X 7→ Y such that φ(x) = φ¯(x) for x ∈ X¯ .
Theorem 7. Let I be a network coding instance and {Xf :
f ∈ S ∪ E} be a network code on I. Assuming {Xf : f ∈
S ∪ E} can be obtained through global encoding functions
which are Abelian CWL and defined in a consistent manner,
then {Xf : f ∈ S ∪ E} can be obtained by local encoding
functions which are Abelian CWL and defined in a consistent
manner.
Proof. For any edge e∗ = (u, v) ∈ E , by the assumption in the
theorem, the global encoding functions {φge : e ∈ In(u)∪e∗}
are CWL and {Xf : f ∈ S ∪ In(u)∪e∗} are finite groups. Let
φle∗ : XIn(u) 7→ Xe∗ be the local encoding function on e∗.
We define the function φIn(u) which maps from XS to
XIn(u) by φIn(u)(XS) = (φge(XS)|e ∈ In(u)). For any
xS , x′S ∈ XS , by our definitions we have φIn(u)(xS · x′S) =
φIn(u)(xS) ·φIn(u)(x′S) such that φIn(u) is a group homomor-
phism. Here, the product is done component-wise accordingly
to the operation on groups {Xf : f ∈ In(u)}. By the Properties
of Subgroups Under Homomorphisms [18], φIn(u)(XS) is a
subgroup of XIn(u). We define X¯In(u) = φIn(u)(XS). Namely,
X¯In(u) consists of all edge message tuples that appear in the
communication (of some source information).
We define the function φ¯le∗ : X¯In(u) 7→ Xe∗ such that
Xe∗ =φ¯le∗(Xe1 , . . . , Xe|In(u)|)
=φ¯le∗(φge1(XS), . . . , φge|In(u)|(XS))
=φge∗(XS).
Given any xIn(u), x′In(u) ∈ X¯In(u), there exist source mes-
sage tuples xS , x′S ∈ XS such that xIn(u) = φIn(u)(xS) and
x′In(u) = φIn(u)(x
′
S).
On one hand,
φ¯le∗(xe1x
′
e1 , . . . , xe|In(u)|x
′
e|In(u)|)
=φ¯le∗(φge1(xS) · φge1(x′S), . . . ,
φge|In(u)|(xS) · φge|In(u)|(x′S))
=φ¯le∗(φge1(xS · x′S), . . . , φge|In(t)|(xS · x′S))
=φge∗(xS · x′S).
On the other hand,
φ¯le∗(xe1 , . . . , xe|In(u)|) · φ¯le∗(x′e1 , . . . , x′e|In(u)|)
=φge∗(xS) · φge∗(x′S).
Since φge∗ is CWL, φge∗(xS · x′S) = φge∗(xS) ◦ φge∗(x′S),
such that for any xIn(u), x′In(u) ∈ X¯In(u) ⊆ XIn(u), we have
φ¯le∗
(
xIn(u)
) ◦ φ¯le∗ (x′In(u)) = φ¯le∗ (xIn(u) · x′In(u))
implying φ¯le∗ is a group homomorphism from X¯In(u) to Xe∗ .
Combining the facts that XIn(u), Xe∗ are Abelian groups
and X¯In(u) is a subgroup of XIn(u), by Lemma 2, there exists
a CWL function φle∗ : XIn(u) 7→ Xe∗ such that φle∗(xIn(u)) =
φ¯le∗(xIn(u)) for xIn(u) ∈ X¯In(u).
We note that Theorem 6 holds with respect to general
CWL functions however Theorem 7 only holds with respect to
Abelian CWL functions. The challenge in proving Theorem 7
for general CWL functions lies in extending Lemma 2 to the
case in which X is a non-Abelian group. In other words,
given a partial function from A to B which is a group
homomorphism φ′ : A′ 7→ B, where A′ ⊂ A, there may
not exist a total function φ : A 7→ B where φ is a group
homomorphism.
Combining Theorems 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 we conclude the
following corollary. We remark that the reductions in Theo-
rems 3, 5, and 6 that were proven for general groups, preserve
the Abelian group structures when used with Abelian groups.
Corollary 1. Let I be a network coding instance and {Xf :
f ∈ S ∪ E} be a network code on I. {Xf : f ∈ S ∪ E} can
be obtained by an Abelian group network code if and only if
{Xf : f ∈ S ∪ E} can be obtained through local encoding
functions which are Abelian CWL and defined in a consistent
manner.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we pursue an operational definition of group
network codes. Through the study of CWL functions we
show an equivalence between Abelian group network codes
and codes obtained through local encoding functions which
are Abelian CWL. A number of questions are left open in
this work. Primarily, the potential characterization of group
network codes (in the non-Abelian case) through local CWL
functions is left open. Leaving open the question whether
CWL functions suffice to achieve the network coding capacity.
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APPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. We first assume a family of global functions for
{Xf : f ∈ S ∪ E}. Consider an edge e ∈ E , for any
e′ ∈ In(u)∪e the edge message xe′ is a linear function of the
source message tuple xS , such that xe′ = xSNe′ . Here Ne′ is
the global encoding matrix on e′. The local encoding function
φle′ on e′ is linear, if and only if there exist local encoding
matrices {Me′ : e′ ∈ In(u)} such that
xe =
∑
e′∈In(u)
xe′Me′ . (5)
That is, if
xSNe =
∑
e′∈In(u)
xSNe′Me′ (6)
for any xS ∈ F1×nq .
Equation (6) holds if there exist local encoding matrices
{Me′ : e′ ∈ In(u)} such that
Ne =
∑
e′∈In(u)
Ne′Me′
=
[
Ne1 . . . Ne|In(u)|
]  Me1...
Me|In(u)|
 . (7)
We denote
[
Ne1 . . . Ne|In(u)|
]
as NIn(u) and[
Ne1 . . . Ne|In(u)| , Ne
]
as NIn(u),e. If we consider the
entries of {Me′ : e′ ∈ In(u)} as unknowns, then (7) is a
system of linear equations, which has solution if and only if
rank(NIn(u),e) = rank(NIn(u)). (8)
For α ⊆ In(u)∪ e, we denote [Ne1 . . . Ne|α|] as Nα. Since
XS is uniformly distributed over XS = F1×nRS2 , where RS =∑
i∈S Ri,
Pr(Xα = xα) =
∑
xS :xα=xSNα
Pr(XS = xS)
=
|{xS ∈ XS : xα = xSNα}|
|XS |
=
2nRS−rank(Nα)
2nRS
=2−rank(Nα),
such that Xα is uniform and
H(Xα) = rank(Nα). (9)
Because Xe is a function of XIn(u), we have
H(Xe|XIn(u)) = 0 which implies H(Xe, XIn(u)) =
H(XIn(u)). By (9), we have rank(NIn(u),e) = rank(NIn(u)).
Thus (8) is true which concludes the proof of this direction.
The other direction (from local functions to global ones) is
proven by induction. See, e.g. [5].
B. Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. We show the if-part first. By the assumption in the
theorem, for every e = (u, v) ∈ E , the set of random variables
{Xe, XIn(u)} are group characterizable in a consistent manner.
As S ∪E = ∪e∈E{In(u)∪ e}, by Lemma 1 the set of random
variables {Xf : f ∈ S ∪E} is group characterizable. Thus, by
Definition 4 the network code is a group network code.
For the only-if part, by Definition 4 all local encoding
functions are group characterizable, which concludes the
proof.
C. Proof of Theorem 3
Proof. By the assumption in the theorem, for every e =
(u, v) ∈ E , the set of random variables {Xf : f ∈ S ∪ e}
are group characterizable in a consistent manner. As S ∪ E =
∪e∈E{S∪e}, the theorem can be proven following the analysis
of Theorem 2.
D. Proof of Theorem 5
Proof. By our definitions, to prove that φge is group charac-
terizable, it suffices to show that there exists a finite group
G with subgroups {Gf : f ∈ S ∪ e} which forms a group
characterization of random variables {Xf : f ∈ S ∪ e}.
By the assumption in the theorem, the function φge is CWL.
Thus there exists finite groups {Hf : f ∈ S ∪ e}, where
Xf = Hf for f ∈ S ∪ e and φge is a group homomorphism
from H1 × · · · ×H|S| to He.
We define G = H1 × · · · ×H|S|, Ge = ker(φge) and Gi =
H1 × · · · × {ii} × · · · × H|S| for each i ∈ S (replacing Hi
by ii on the i-th coordinate of Gi). By our definitions, for
any g = (h1, . . . , h|S|) ∈ G and i ∈ S, it holds that gGi =
H1×· · ·×{hi}× · · ·×HS = Gig such that {Gi : i ∈ S} are
normal subgroups of G. By the First Isomorphism Theorem
[18], as φge is a group homomorphism from G to He, ker(φge)
is a normal subgroup of G. Thus, G is a finite group and
{Gf : f ∈ S ∪e} are normal subgroups of G. Additionally, as
{Gf : f ∈ S∪e} are normal, by the Factor Groups Theorem in
[18], the set of left cosets G/Gf = {gGf : g ∈ G} is a group
under operation (aGf )(bGf ) = abGf for each f ∈ S ∪ e.
Now, we show that G/Gf is isomorphic to Hf for any
f ∈ S ∪ e. Given any i ∈ S, one can construct a function
ψi : Hi 7→ G/Gi, where ψi(hi) = (i1, . . . , hi, . . . , i|S|)Gi.
As for any hi, h′i ∈ Hi, we have
ψi(hi · h′i) = ψi(hi) · ψi(h′i),
thus ψi is a group homomorphism. According to our definition,
we have ker(ψi) = {hi ∈ Hi : ψi(hi) = Gi} = ii, thus
by the Properties of Subgroups Under Homomorphisms [18],
ψi is an isomorphism from Hi to G/Gi which implies that
Hi and G/Gi are isomorphic. We now show that G/Ge is
isomorphic to He. One can construct a function ψe : G/Ge 7→
He, where ψe(gGe) = φge(g) = he for any g ∈ G. As for
any gGe, g′Ge ∈ G/Ge, we have
ψe(gGe · g′Ge) =φge(g · g′) = φge(g) · φge(g′)
=ψe(gGe) · ψe(g′Ge),
thus ψe is a group homomorphism, and ker(ψe) = ker(φge) =
Ge which is the identity element in G/Ge. Similar to the
argument above, ψe is an isomorphism from G/Ge to He.
Next, we show that the group G with subgroups {Gf :
f ∈ S ∪ e} forms a group characterization of {Xf : f ∈
S ∪ e}. More specifically, we present a collection of random
variables {Yf : f ∈ S ∪ e} that are identically distributed
to {Xf : f ∈ S ∪ e} which are group characterized by G
with subgroups {Gf : f ∈ S ∪ e}. The random variables
{Yf : f ∈ S ∪ e} are defined by (X1, . . . , X|S|) which are
distributed uniformly over H1 × · · · ×H|S| = G. Namely, for
f ∈ S ∪ e, let Yf = (X1, . . . , X|S|)Gf . Using the definition
above, (X1, . . . , X|S|, Xe) = (h1, . . . , h|S|, he) if and only if
for all f ∈ S ∪e, Yf = (h1, . . . , h|S|)Gf . More specifically, it
holds for all i ∈ S that Yi = ψf (Xi) and Xe = ψe(Ye), where
ψf (f ∈ S ∪ e) is the isomorphism discussed above. Thus,
{Yf : f ∈ S∪e} are identically distributed to {Xf : f ∈ S∪e}
and in addition, for the uniform element gr = (X1, . . . , X|S|)
in G, for all f ∈ S ∪e, Yf = grGf . This concludes the proof.
E. Proof of Theorem 6
Proof. We start by noticing that if the encoding functions on
all edges directly connected to sources are locally CWL, then
they are also globally CWL.
For any edge e∗ = (u, v) ∈ E , assuming by induction that
global functions {φge : e ∈ In(u)} and local function φle∗
are CWL with a set of groups {Gf : f ∈ S ∪ In(u)∪ e∗}. Let
φge∗(xS) = φle∗(φe1(xS), . . . , φe|In(e∗)|(xS)). Let xS 6= x′S
be source message tuples. Define xS ·x′S = (x1 ·x′1, . . . , x|S| ·
x′|S|). By our definitions,
φge∗(xS · x′S)
=φle∗
(
φe1(xS · x′S), . . . , φe|In(e∗)|(xS · x′S)
)
=φle∗(φe1(xS) · φe1(x′S), . . . ,
φe|In(e∗)|(xS) · φe|In(e∗)|(x′S))
=φle∗(φe1(xS), . . . , φe|In(e∗)|(xS))
· φle∗(φe1(x′S), . . . , φe|In(e∗)|(x′S))
=φge∗(xS) · φge∗(x′S).
Thus, φge∗ is CWL. Continuing inductively, since I is a
directed acyclic network instance, the global encoding function
on any edge of the network is CWL.
F. Proof of Lemma 2
Proof. Given a group homomorphism φ¯ : X¯ 7→ Y , the kernel
ker(φ¯) is a normal subgroup of X¯ . By the Fundamental
Theorem of Abelian groups, given a subgroup X¯ ⊆ X ,
there exists a subgroup K ⊆ X such that X equals to
K · X¯ = {k · x¯ : k ∈ K, x¯ ∈ X¯}.
Now, we define φ : X 7→ Y . Since X = K · X¯ , for any
element x ∈ X , there exists kx ∈ K and x¯ ∈ X¯ such that
x = kx · x¯. We define φ(x) = φ(kx · x¯) = φ¯(x¯). Similarly, for
any x′ ∈ X , let x′ = k′x · x¯′. By our definitions, we have
φ(x) ◦ φ(x′)
=φ(kx · x¯) ◦ φ(k′x · x¯′) = φ¯(x¯) ◦ φ¯(x¯′)
=φ¯(x¯ · x¯′) = φ(kx · x¯ · k′x · x¯′)
=φ(x · x′)
which implies that φ is a group homomorphism from X to Y .
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